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EDITORIAL

A letter from
the Editor
W

ho would have thought this time last

My hat goes off to the parents who have had to

to hear the birds singing and to see the sun

year we would be in lockdown and

“home-school” their children and the wonderful

shining-a time to be grateful for what we DO

walking around in masks?!! I think

teachers who have done everything in their

have.

if I ever hear the word “unprecedented” again,

power to ensure those children continue to

it will still be too soon! But we are certainly

learn.

living in never experienced before “uncertain
times”, and one has to wonder if life as we knew
it will be replaced by the “new normal” and an
acceptance of same.
Having, many years ago, lived under martial law,
overseas, I realise in retrospect that martial law

I am so grateful to be an Australian, for we have
certainly fared better than most, globally.

The ramifications of Covid economically are well Gratitude is a very understated emotion-we
known-the mental health fall-out, not so.

have still so much to be grateful for.

For me Covid has taught me an appreciation

We Australians are a resilient lot. I believe we

of the simple things in life, things in my former

will come out of Covid more appreciative, more

frenetic lifestyle I didn’t even notice, and a time

patient, kinder, more aware of the important

to reflect. The telephone has become my new

things in life, and lessons learned. Hopefully we

was a walk in the park, in comparison, especially best friend, the daily supermarket trip perceived

will pass those traits onto the next generation-

as a Victorian. In personal terms, Melbourne

as an outing as opposed to a former arduous

alone has had fourteen weeks of the most

chore, and I have taken to hugging the dog for

severe lockdowns in the world, and the toll is

my daily dose of physical contact!

Leigh Mary Leonard

And whilst getting dressed or even making a

leighmaryleonard

real, with mental health visits up by 30% in the
past four weeks alone, the highest ever number
of boys under eighteen committing suicide, as
released by the coroner, recently, and never
forget the families who have lost someone they

headspace is the National
Youth Mental Health Founda
tion, providing early interve
health services to 12-25 yea
ntion mental
r-olds. By ensuring help is
accessed in early stages of
lives and providing a holisti
young people’s
c model of support, headsp
ace provides a safe space
their mental health and we
where they can get
llbeing back on track.
headspace services cover
four core areas: mental hea
lth, physical health (includ
work and study support and
ing sexual health),
alcohol and other drug ser
vices. Services are confide
friendly and free or low cos
ntial, youth
t. Young people and their
families can access service
of 98 headspace centres acr
s face-to-face at one
oss which can be located
Australia at www.headspa
eheadspace – a national onl
ce.org.au, or via
ine and telephone counselling
service at www.eheadspace
.org.au.
Over the past 10 years, hea
dspace has proudly provid
ed over 1.8 million services
online and over the phone,
through centres,
helping over 310,000 young
people across Australia. hea
to ensure young people age
dspace wants
d 12-25 have access to you
th friendly mental health ser
where they live.
vices, no matter
Alongside headspace cen
tre, online and telephone sup
port, specialised services are
following areas:
provided in the
headspace School Suppor
t – a suicide postvention pro
gram, which assists Austral
communities to prepare for,
ian school
respond to and recover from
a suicide.
Digital Work and Study Ser
vice – a dedicated team ass
isting young people aged
15-24 in
education and work option
s.
headspace Youth Early Psy
chosis Program – a progra
m focusing on early interve
improve the lives of young
ntion, aiming to
people, and their families,
who are affected by psycho
sis.

cup of two minute noodles has at times seemed
to be a herculean task, I have coped well. It

our children.

Editor

has been a time to renew my faith and rely on
my Creator and my friends and family. A time

love, and the dead who died alone.

HEADSPACE DONATIONS

AND FUNDRAISING

There are many ways to sup
port headspace and the wo
rk carried out in providing
and wellbeing support, info
mental health
rmation and services to you
ng people and their families
headspace has helped hun
across Australia.
dreds of thousands of you
ng people get their lives bac
support will assist us with
k on track and your
our work.
Any donation generously
provided to headspace
goes towards community
engagement and
awareness, which can be spe
cifically given
towards a local centre or to
National Office.
Donations to headspace Nat
ional Office, ensures
the promotion of the import
ance of seeking help,
to break down stigma associ
ated with mental
health issues and to make
sure every young
person across Australia, as
well as their friends
and family, knows there is
help available.
You can find out more abo
ut donations and
fundraising through the ‘Ge
t Involved’ page at

www.headspace.org.au

DISCLAIMER
Personal submissions, opinion articles, informative articles and
While every effort has been made to ensure that the information
provided in this magazine is accurate and up to date, it should not referenced media articles do not necessarily represent the opinions
take the place of medical advice from your doctors, psychiatrists or of the publisher, its executives or employees.
other medical professionals.
Information and opinion articles in this magazine do not constitute,
nor are meant to constitute, advice of any kind. If you require
advice relating to any of the issues covered in this publication or
other issues which could be covered in this publication, you should
consult an appropriate health professional.
All material in this publication has been specifically provided for
your information and assistance only and may not be construed
as medical advice or instruction of any kind. We do not accept
any responsibility for loss occasioned to any person from acting,
or refraining from acting, as a result of material in this publication.
The information is of a general nature which may or may not apply
to your situation. The publishers believe that all material within
this publication is correct at the time of publication. We cannot,
however, guarantee of this and do not accept liability should any of
the information later be proven to be inaccurate.
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represent the opinions of the publisher, its executive or employees.
Advertisers assume ultimate responsibility to ensure statements
and/or testimonials are accurate and genuine at the time of
publication.

The publisher, writers or content submitters will not be liable
Emergency Media Pty Ltd adheres to stringent ethical advertising
(whether under the law of contact, the law of torts or otherwise) in
relation to the contents of, or use of, or otherwise in connection, with practices to the best of their ability. Advertisers assume ultimate
responsibility for their business practices to be acting within the
this publication
law and the Competition and Consumer Act 2010. Emergency
Media does not assume any responsibility for any illegal business
• For any indirect, special or consequential loss; or
practices of advertisers.
• For any business losses; loss of revenue, income, profits or
anticipated savings, loss of contracts or business relationships, loss Magazine design concept and development by Be Design
of reputation or goodwill; or loss or corruption of information or data.
Advertisements in this publication are solicited from organisations
and businesses on the understanding that no special
considerations other than those normally accepted in respect of
commercial dealings, will be given to any advertiser.
Statements and/or testimonials made by individual advertisers
inside this publication’s ‘Supporters Directory’ do not necessarily

Subscriptions available through:
www.youthwise.com.au/subscribe.html
To connect with us, email:
info@youthwise.com.au
YouthWise Magazine is published by Emergency Media Pty Ltd,
Level 1, 607 Bourke Street, Melbourne, VIC 3000, Australia.
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FEATURED

Do you know a young person who
has self-doubts when it comes
to friends, schoolwork or selfimage? If you are a parent, do
you have a child or adolescent
who lacks self-belief?

S

everal years ago, I worked as a school psychologist. I met with

There are several things you can communicate to a young person to

many students referred to me for counselling due to low self-

change an I Can’t Do it! mindset and strengthen a You Can Do It! attitude.

esteem, anxiety, lack of motivation and school refusal.

YOU
CAN
DO IT!
By Michael E. Bernard, Ph.D.

1. Communicate goals and expectations for young people’s behaviour

I discovered that most had a low degree of self-belief - not in all areas of

and achievement that are realistic and achievable. If they can’t or don’t

their lives, but in the area where they were experiencing difficulty.

achieve the goals for whatever reason, acceptance without judgment is
required. Then, you can work with them to improve.

When my two kids were growing up, I noticed that from time-to-time
their lack of self-belief was holding them back. For example, my son

2. Encourage young people to accept themselves no matter what and to

who loved playing soccer was not chosen for the starting team because

try to not take things personally. Make the following point: “When others

of his approach during practice and who seemed to the coach to lack

tease or are critical of you or when you have not achieved your goal,

confidence. We worked on this together for a few weeks, he boosted his

remind yourself, ‘I am me and that’s OK’.”

self-belief, and he secured a place on the starting team.

3. Explain that it is their thinking about what happens to them that

As a result of my professional experiences as a psychologist and parent, I

creates their strong, negative feelings and behaviour. It is not what

learnt that a lot can be done to help young people change their negative

happens to them that makes them mad, sad or worried. Present what

attitudes and thinking to a more positive mindset. I captured this in the

Shakespeare wrote: “Things are neither good nor bad, but thinking makes

phrase, You Can Do It!.

it so.”

Its’ been over 20 years since I created with Patricia my business partner

4. Discuss that when bad stuff happens, everyone has two different ways

and wife, the now well-known social-emotional learning program called

they can think. One way is to have very negative, unrealitic and extreme

You Can Do It! Education (www.youcandoiteducation.com.au). We are

thinking which causes a great deal of emotional upset and unhelpful

Australia’s first and leading SEL program for students that in part focuses

behaviour. The other way is to have a very positive, flexible and realistic

on combatting the problems of low self-belief in students and to instil

way of thinking which helps people to stay calm and behave in helpful

confidence. Today, 1000s of K-12 schools here and overseas employ our

ways. Use examples to illustrate the two different ways of thinking about

curricula (e.g., Program Achieve, The Successful Mind) in classrooms to

the same event showing the power of choosing to think, You Can Do It!.

help strengthen student self-belief and social-emotional skill.

5. Emphasise that while it is very preferable to be successful and have

How does You Can Do It! as an attitude influence the way young people

other’s approval, it isn’t sensible and helpful to think you always have

think, feel and behave? When faced with stressful events or people,

to be successful and approved of. If the worst thing that could happen

young people with strong self-belief talk to themselves using a strong

to you in life is not being successful at doing something or someone

and convincing voice, “You can do It!” “You can cope with being teased

thinking you are being silly or stupid, these are not the worst things that

or even bullied!” “You can get this difficult work finished!” “You can give

could happen.

a great talk, speech or presentation!”. The result is strong feelings of
confidence and determined behaviour.

After many years teaching You Can Do It!, it continues to help both Patricia
and I get through any bad patches , it gives us the courage to be ourselves

“You” is empowering yourself to take charge, not blaming others and not

and to keep trying to do our best. You Can Do It! has helped our children,

waiting for others to help.

and the many, many, many young people who have participated in YCDI!
programs at their schools. You Can Do It! is not a guarantee that you will

“Can” is confidence - your ways of thinking, feeling and behaving that

be successful in anything you attempt. Rather it is an energising force that

communicates to yourself and others you are expecting to cope and get

helps you to have a go, to not be afraid when the going gets tough and to

the job done.

believe in yourself. What can be more powerful than that?

“Do” is for you taking action - doing not stewing.
“It!” is whatever you set out to accomplish, your daily, short- and longterm goals.
4
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You Can Do It Education
www.youcandoiteducation.au
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OPINION

OPINION

Covid 19: Raise in
Alcohol and Drug
consumption?

By Gitta Johnston

Even before COVID – 19 struck, children
and young people in Australia have
experienced unacceptably high rates of
anxiety and mental health concerns.

• Never drink and drive – “No thanks I’m

alcohol advertising exposure directly influences

driving” Don’t let other adults drive after

and encourages adolescents to engage in risky

drinking

drinking. Stop marketing alcohol to children on

As the social restrictions of the corona virus

getting drunk is fun via stories of own or others

pandemic unfold (e.g. school closures, isolation
from friends, disruption of routine, job loss,
increased anxiety of parents or other family
members) the potential for harms associated
with alcohol and other drugs may increase
amongst the population and also amongst
teenagers.
To cope with isolation, anxiety, negativity, stress
and our changing environment, some people
including teenagers may find themselves

• Don’t glamorize drinking; i.e. idea that

• Don’t portray alcohol as a good way of
dealing with stress e.g. “I’ve had a bad day,
I need a drink!” Use/model healthy ways of
coping with stress without alcohol e.g. exercise,
listening to music, talking things over.
• Don’t bring alcohol to children’s sports
events
2. Marketing of Alcohol and other Drugs

drinking or using substances on a more regular

During the Covid -19 pandemic we have seen

base than usual.

strong marketing of alcohol.

The following factors play a key role in

According to FARE (Foundation of Alcohol

preventing alcohol and other drugs abuse

Research and Education) approximately one

amongst teenagers.

alcohol ad was displayed every 35 seconds on

1) Educate by Example – Be a GOOD role Model
Parents who drink alcohol excessively and have

personal Facebook and Instagram accounts.
A national alcohol research body has slammed
retailers using coronavirus-related marketing

more lenient attitudes towards alcohol are more to boost sales, including ads it claims promote
likely to have adolescents who consume alcohol drinking as a solution to isolation, boredom
at risky and high levels.

• Limit your alcohol use (esp. in front of your
kids) Try not to focus every family gathering/
celebration focus around alcohol. Have alcohol
free events to demonstrate to your children that
you can enjoy yourself without alcohol.
• Don’t get drunk (esp. in front of your kids)
Sometimes decline offer of alcohol. Make nonalcoholic drink & food available to guests
6
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television and you will reduce youth drinking.

and depression. Encouraging alcohol use
during times of stress, confusion, economic
uncertainty, job loss, anxiety etc. is a massive
health concern. Alcohol marketing should not
promote alcohol consumption as a coping
mechanism.

Photo supplied from FARE (Foundation of Alcohol
Research and Education)

The Term ‘Iso Pack’ crosses a fine line,
accourding to FARE)
Another rising trend is that big tobacco
companies are hooking a new generation
of children and teenagers on smoking by
marketing candy-flavoured e-cigarette juices
with glamourous social media imagery,
appealing flavours and colourful and trendy
display and design.
E-cigarettes are often promoted as harmless
and safe alternative to smoking. They do not
simply produce ‘harmless water vapour’ and
may expose users to cancer causing substances
(chemicals and toxins such as formaldehyde
and heavy metals). Ingredients are not regulated
and the user does not know what they are
inhaling.
Cont on next page >

The finding from a new longitudinal research
study on the push/pull factors that influence
adolescents’ drinking behaviours, found that

SPRING 2020 |
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FEATURED

Photos from Byron Bay Cloud Co website

Evidence shows that exposure to advertising

Focus is on young people that make good

increases the intention to use e-cigarettes.

choices by not engaging in AOD use. Most

Marketing of e- cigaretts is highly used on social

Australian students describe themselves as

Parents play an important role in young people

media – for example, YouTube had numerous

‘Non- drinkers and 85% have never touched

lives and have a big influence on them. Parents

videos showing vaping tricks with millions of

illegal drugs. School drug education that

help to set norms, rules, expectations and

views.

focuses on the majority and affirms good

boundaries around AOD use. Effective drug

decisions, is more likely to be effective.

education also needs to involve parents and

- Following a holistic approach

carers. For many parents the teenage years
- Using of Interactive Methods
Students need to be able to express their
opinion and don’t like to be lectured. Effective
school drug education programs incorporate

can be a challenging and difficult time. Proving
parents with practical tools and strategies on
how to support their teenagers through this
challenging time, can be very beneficial.

to keep students engaged and interested.

Gitta Johnston

Workshops in small groups are more effective as

www.lifelessons.net.au
REFERENCES:

3. School Drug Education

http://www.endalcoholadvertisinginsport.org.au

Why is school education important?

https://adf.org.au

Schools can play a vital role in preventing

https://cdn.adf.org.au/media/documents/Drug-

alcohol and other drug problems and can

education-in-schools.pdf

contribute to attitude and behaviour change

Young people need to be informed about the
dangers and the issues around AOD use.
The aim of school based education programs is
to delay the start of AOD use as well as a harm
minimisation approach- proving young people
with tools and strategies to make healthier and
more informed decisions for their own and
other’s safety and wellbeing.
Effective school drug education programs

happening or change people, and this can leave us feeling hopeless. This

Work” just go to “The Work App”. Everything you need to do “The Work” is

can get us down and we can end up feeling frustrated with life, the people

available to you for free at thework.com

even people at times. We know we can’t control what’s

It is a simple process. There is even an App you can download to do “The

What if there was a simple process that you
could learn to use at these times?
What if there was a way, you could be free from
the stress of all this?
awareness of the way things and people are, including you?

Fatal Vision Goggles- hands on demonstration of
vision impairment due to Alcohol and Marijuana

- Encouraging the development of social skills
Provide practical examples on how to support
friends in challenging and high risk situations.
Focus on how to look after yourself and your
friends, have a buddy system. Help- seeking
is also an important social skill that enables
individuals to know when outside help is
needed, the type of assistance required, how

There is a simple process. All you need is you,
the App and an open mind.
This simple process will allow you to identify that no matter what
happens, you do have the power to question your own thinking
about what is happening. Despite what may have happened you can
understand yourself, even others. Let’s discover how to do this & do it!
First, what is it?

Inquiry-Based Stress Reduction (IBSR)

to access help by effectively engaging others

Known as Inquiry-Based Stress Reduction (IBSR), this simple process is

and how to apply what they have learnt to solve

called The Work of Byron Katie. In any stressful situation you can identify

- Strength based approach- Normalising non-

their problems. By developing important social

the thoughts being believed, and then question them. By identifying your

use of alcohol and other drugs

skills, the risk of alcohol or drug related risks can

thoughts and questioning them you can inquire into whether or not they

be reduced and even prevented.

are actually true for you.

| SPRING 2020

options and perspectives that are true for you!

in it, and ourselves. We can judge ourselves harshly.

focus on:

8

for and this process gives you the questions and format to discover new

What if this practice could move you from stress to an understanding and

around AOD use. Alcohol and other drugs (e.g.
Vapes or e- cigarettes) are easily available.

W

we want, we would like to change external circumstances,

group work, games, role- plays/ scenario work)

This is Self-Inquiry. Rather than asking someone else what to do or what
is true for you, you ask you! You have the answers you’ve been looking

HEN things don’t go our way and we can’t seem to get what

lots of different interactive activities (e.g. videos,

students are more involved.

Life happens.

Cont on next page >
SPRING 2020 |
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ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES

The Work of Byron Katie

Free Yourself from Stress

After over 10 years of depression, Byron Katie realised in an instant that it

The Work is self-directed and does not even need a facilitator. It is yours

wasn’t what was happening that was the “cause” of her suffering – it was

to keep and everything you need is always available for free at www.

what she was thinking and believing about what was happening.

thework.com

Find a
facilitator

For example, let’s say you text a friend and they don’t text you back. You
could think thoughts like “They don’t like me” and if fully believed than
more thoughts will join that one like “They never did like me” “They are
talking about me behind my back” and so the thoughts go on. If you don’t

With an

catch these thoughts, before you know it, you are really upset because

experienced

your friend hasn’t text you back. However, is it because your friend hasn’t

facilitator

text you back? Or is the cause of your upset your thoughts about that?

there is no
the facilitator’s

Work”, use the App!

values or
opinions. It is

Let’s do THE WORK:

a gentle and
respectful way

Step 1:

to be guided

Identify what you were “thinking” during or after a stressful situation:
Situation: friend hasn’t text back
Thought: “She/He doesn’t like me”

to discover
that what you were thinking and believing may not be true and “your

Find out more

Question the thought using The Work’s four questions:

A Registered Teacher with

Q1: Is it True? (Y or N, if No move to Q3)

20+ years’ experience,

Q2: Are you really sure that it’s true? (Yes or No)

Tammy Reid facilitates a

Q3: How do you feel when you believe that thought?

simple method of Self-

Q4: Who would you be without that thought? (Close your eyes and see

Inquiry for teenagers to

yourself, in that moment, without the thought. What’s it like right now

question their stressful

without that “She/he doesn’t like me” thought?)

thoughts and find

©2020 Byron Katie International, Inc. All rights reserved. thework.com

freedom from mental
stress. Passionate about

Step 3:

fostering independent

Now Turnaround the thought using The Work’s Turnaround process:
Turnaround Opposite:

thinkers with the skills to
face adversity, Tammy founded Doing What Works to deliver Secondary
School Programs.

e.g. “She/He doesn’t like me”
becomes “She/He does like me”

For more information visit:
www.doingwhatworks.com.au

Step 4:
Contemplate the TURNAROUND. When you look back at that situation
how is it possible that the opposite thought is true? Find examples of how

“People have been trying to change the world so that they can be

the TURNAROUND could be true?

happy. This hasn’t ever worked, because it approaches the problem

Turnaround Opposite:
“She/He does like me”
Examples of how this is true:

backward. What The Work gives us is a way to change the projector
– mind – rather than the projected…We think there’s a flaw on
the screen, and we try to change this person and that person,
whomever the flaw appears on next. But it’s futile. Once we realise,

- She/He said they liked me

we can clear the lens itself. This is the end of suffering.”

- She/He may be working & can’t text

– Byron Katie, Loving What Is

- She/He hangs out with me at school
| SPRING 2020

By Dr Celin Gelgec

thoughts” have been the primary cause of stress for you.

Step 2:

10

The Virtual
World in
Psychology

imposing of

At this point you have an option – to question your thoughts. Do “The

H

EART RACING, hands shaking, head

Many of us can relate to a time where we had

and psychological treatments. VR has been

racing with thoughts. You’re trying

to give a presentation of sorts and felt terribly

researched for the last 25 years as a mode of

to stay on track with your speech

anxious about it. A fear of public speaking is

treatment for people with all sorts of mental

but you’re starting to mumble

one of the world’s most common fears. Why?

health conditions such as:

your words. You feel your face becoming hot

Because we often compare and evaluate

and flush. You chance it to look up from your

ourselves to others, and when we do this, we

Anxiety Disorders - including phobias,

cue cards and everyone is staring at you. Your

start to doubt ourselves which then leads to

generalized anxiety, performance anxiety, and

teacher is giving you a warm and encouraging

feelings of anxiety.

social anxiety, ADHD, Mood Disorders, OCD,
Eating Disorders and Trauma.

smile, but you feel a lump in your throat, and
you feel sick in your stomach.

Typically, when we have to give a presentation
in front of others, we often start to worry about

Over the years, the uses of VR in psychology

Somehow you manage to finish your

how we’re going to be perceived by others and

have also been shown to be helpful for other

presentation and feel a rush of relief as you

if we’re somehow going to fail or embarrass

applications such as assisting people who

sit back down at your seat. You’re trying to

ourselves. Imagine if you could replicate a

experience problems with stress, school related

understand why you feel this way each and

setting where you have to stand up in front of a

bullying, and has been shown to be useful in

every time you’re asked to speak in front of

crowd of people without there actually being a

teaching people various mindfulness-based

the class. Logically you know that you’ll be ok.
Logically you know that the work you have done

crowd of people. Imagine if you could practice a techniques, as well as relaxation. While all of
speech and learn ways to cope with the anxiety these applications of VR have research behind

won’t come across as being a complete disaster.

it produces without having to be in front of an

it, the technology has only recently been used

actual audience until you’re ready. Enter virtual

within clinical settings more prominently within

reality.

the last ten or so years as it has become more

Logically you know that it shouldn’t feel this
uncomfortable, and yet you can’t help but

easily accessible and more affordable to use. So,

think: “what if I make a fool of myself?”, “what

Virtual reality (VR) has become much more

are they thinking of my speech?”, “what if my

commonly used in gaming since it has

teacher hates it?”, “why does that classmate

become less clunky to use and has become

Virtual reality is a computer-generated

look uninterested? The speech is boring, I knew

more affordable for a lot more families. This

simulation of various settings that can either

it. I’m failing”.

holds the same in the world of psychology

be set in the real world or fictional world. In

what exactly is VR?

many gaming settings VR is often set in fictional
SPRING 2020 |
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ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES

therapy, so that the client can act

starting to leave or heckle you, all depending on

without feeling threatened.

the intensity of what you’re ready for. During the
treatment sessions, the clinician can also closely

Moreover, in VR, information can

monitor your state of arousal by monitoring

be presented gradually, in such a

physiological indicators of stress, including

way that the patient can progress

heart rate.

from easier tasks to more difficult
ones. This work in the virtual

At the same time, the clinician is able to see

world helps clients master the

what you see through their computer so the

strategies needed to overcome

clinician can provide direct feedback and

their fears and limitations in the

can also encourage, teach, and coach you

real world. Furthermore, as VR

through pressure points in real time and in that

goes beyond space and time,

moment, as opposed to relying on imagination

researchers do not have to wait

or providing feedback retrospectively. The

for specific events to occur. Rather

benefit of having this kind of real time access

they can simulate them whenever

to providing feedback does wonders in being

appropriate for the patient and the able to teach clients how to manage triggering
therapy process.

situations. It also does wonders in building
a client’s confidence to face feared situations
in real life. VR is a way to bridge the gap and

when we use VR, we would thus

provide a steppingstone in treatment as a gentle

use it as a way to not only teach

way to begin exposure and actually stepping

helpful ways to cope with anxiety,

up in front of a crowd and giving a speech for

but we would also use it as a way

example.

to gradually expose the person

ALTERNATE THERAPIES

worlds. In the application of VR in a therapeutic

In the case of public speaking,

current treatments that are available. An aspect

setting, VR settings are often based on real world of these treatments that has a common aspect

• Interoceptive exposure: This is when a

The third approach is Systematic

client is asked to deliberately bring on physical

desensitization. In some cases, exposure can

to different types of crowds of people. Imagine
having a head set on and knowing that it’s not
a real situation and knowing that you’re in the

settings. As a non-invasive and safe technique,

to it is called Exposure Therapy. Exposure

sensations that are harmless yet feared.

be combined with relaxation exercises to make

VR is based on the projection of interactive 3D

Therapy relies on the concept of learning

For example, someone with a fear of public

them feel more manageable and to associate

graphics through a VR device. The placement

healthy ways to cope with anxiety so that we

speaking might be instructed to run in place

the feared objects, activities or situations with

of the head set isolates external stimuli

can then gradually face our fears and feared

in order to make his or her heart speed up as

relaxation. While all of these methods are

transporting the user to a different environment

situations in a myriad of settings. The aim

it would before giving a speech, and therefore

from the one at that moment.

in doing this is so that we can learn to build

learn that this sensation is not dangerous.

effective for a lot of people, what we have access You and your treating clinician can then toggle
to now is another mode of delivering exposure
the size of the crowd, as well as the location,

tolerance to the triggers so that the intensity of

therapy in VR.

It is in this “virtual” environment, designed by

the fear becomes more bearable. For example,

Typically, what happens in sessions during

and for healthcare professionals, that the most

if someone was wanting treatment for fear

exposure therapy following an assessment is

When using VR as another mode of delivering

appropriate therapeutic procedure is applied

of public speaking then we would use a form

that a trained clinician will work with clients to

exposure therapy, clinicians can walk clients

to the client’s triggers. This experience allows

of exposure therapy to help overcome this

use some or all of these approaches to help the

through simulated experiences while coaching

clients to then be able to take on challenges

fear. Within exposure therapy, there are many

client work towards building tolerance to the

clients through the experience. This is especially

that they would otherwise take months to

different forms that can be applied: These

feared situation. The pace at which exposure is

the case for clients who struggle with imaginal

include:

delivered is done so in several ways.

exposure due to difficulties engaging with

experience the feelings associated with having

• In vivo exposure: This involves directly facing

The first is the most common and is referred

to stand in front of a group of people to give a

a feared object, situation or activity in real life.

to as Graded exposure. This is where the

speech much the same way as if it were in real

For example, if someone has a fear of public

psychologist helps the client construct an

the population that cannot visualise effectively.

life. While logically clients know the experience

speaking, they might be instructed to give a

exposure fear hierarchy, in which feared objects,

This then makes it difficult for the use of

isn’t real, they still experience the feelings

speech in front of an audience.

activities or situations are ranked according to

strategies such as imaginal exposure to be used.

difficulty. They begin with mildly or moderately
• Imaginal exposure: This involves vividly

In addition, many of those suffering from anxiety

difficult exposures, then progress to harder
ones. The second approach is called Flooding.

do not feel that they can approach their feared

imagining the feared situation or object. For
example, to address a fear of public speaking a

Flooding is when we use the exposure fear

to create safe virtual world environments where

client would be asked to imagine themselves

hierarchy to begin exposure with the most

the client can explore and experience new

giving a two-minute speech in front of classmates.

difficult tasks.

realities; this feeling of safety is essential in

achieve. For example, if someone was struggling
with public speaking, they would be able to

of anxiety because of the fully submersed
experience VR provides.

How is VR used in therapy?
VR is used in therapy as an added tool to the
12
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safety of your clinician’s office, however your
mind is almost convinced that there’s a crowd in
front of you.

What does a VR session include?
Following assessment sessions, your clinician
will determine if VR is appropriate to use
based on the presenting issue. If it’s deemed
appropriate for use, such as for someone who
has anxiety, then the clinician will work with
the client to put together an exposure therapy
program. This won’t always start off with using

and whether or not the crowd are being

the VR technology but will include it along the

encouraging, looking interested, or if they’re

way. Once the client is ready for the VR, a VR

their imagination, or who are resistant to in
vivo treatment due to extreme anxiety. It’s
recognised that there is a large percentage of

situation in real life. VR thus has an advantage

SPRING 2020 |
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session will run just like a regular session, but

clients on airplanes. In this case, facing virtual

ways to help us process our emotions, we

with the added bonus of using VR technology.

threats is much easier.

become more able to respond to triggers as

In session, your physiological responses (e.g.,

opposed to becoming more reactive.

heart rate) will also be tracked, so that your

Similar physiological response: though it may

progress can be compared over time. The VR

sound counterintuitive, VR experiences trigger

VR is an exciting mode of delivering exposure

technology is therefore very much an added

the same physiological reactions that the real

therapy however it’s not always appropriate to

tool to exposure therapy as opposed to being a

world. An important part of managing anxiety

use since it is still a developing technology and

replacement of exposure therapy.

is learning to control the body’s fear response.

not all scenarios are represented in the virtual

Since VR generates these feelings such as a

world just yet. This just goes to show how varied

racing heart and rapid breathing during their

humans are in what triggers their anxiety. While

encounter with a virtual danger, they can then

there are several common scenarios that are

learn to manage these experiences in real time.

available in the virtual world for use (e.g., fear

Benefits of VR:
There are several benefits to using VR with
exposure therapy. These are that it is:

of public speaking, fear of various insects and
More engaging: The fascination of VR is an

More controlled: as a client makes progress

animals, fear of contamination), there are more

engaging tool which people of any age find

confronting their fears, virtual scenes can be

specific fears and triggers that are yet to be

more engaging.

represented. Despite this it will only be a matter

adjusted to make the feared stimulus more
provocative, so that they stay at the level the

Builds Confidence: When we start to build

client is ready to confront.

tolerance and overcome fears, we can start to

More practical: in the real world, exposing
people to their fears can be inconvenient or too
expensive, like in the case of having a fear of
flying where clinicians can’t always accompany

Live as your genuine, whole,
unedited, complicated,
magnificent self.

of time before more nuanced scenarios are
represented in the virtual world for treatment.

O

FTEN OUR ‘nearest and dearest’ are quick to criticise or offer

gain a sense of self-efficacy where we build
confidence, which in turn helps us achieve

Dr Celin Gelgec

more.

www.melbournewellbeinggroup.com.au

Helps to Regulate Emotions: When we learn

The prison that most people live in is the fear
of what others think. If you accept that prison,
you no longer live your own life - you live what
someone else thinks your life should be.
well-meaning advice if they see us detouring from what they
see as best for us. If this differs from what you know to be true

for yourself, the internal struggle can be tricky. Conforming and being
accepted comes into direct conflict with our desire to follow our own
path.
The Cambridge English Dictionary defines authenticity as “the quality of
being real or true”. If you aspire to personal authenticity, the only person

We may pretend to be someone we’re not when we are worried about
failing or disappointing others. Considering a career path is one milestone
that can put our desires and ambitions into stark conflict with those
of our parents and other important people in our lives. For example,
you may have a talent for working with and connecting with animals.
Your secret dream is to groom and walk dogs, but your parents have
discouraged this in favour of you becoming an accountant because
you received good marks for this subject. You may begin to question if
your goals are ‘high enough’ and consider either changing your mind or
seeking some sort of compromise. This could be motivated by obligation
- after all, your parents paid for your education - or guilt, if they have
sacrificed in order to do so.
It’s pretty easy to spot actions that are motivated by obligation, duty

you can be real or true to is yourself. Read that again and let it sink in.

or guilt – they generally include the word “should”. When we act

Your best self is your ‘real’ or ‘authentic’ self. This is the absolute core

with who we are.

of you - beneath the conditioning and fear. Being authentic is a lifelong
process of uncompromising self-reflection and willingness to question
yourself when you think, choose and say things out of alignment with

authentically, we choose what we “could” do and what is in alignment

If you are feeling lost, confused or stagnant in one or more areas of your
life (eg. career, relationships), it’s possible that you are sensing your

your personal values.

own misalignment or internal conflict and could benefit from mindfully

You are a living human snowflake. You were born original. There has

Enjoying the act of caring for animals may make your heart sing more

never been, nor will there ever be, anyone exactly like you. But it takes

than making money or having a job title that infers status. Travel and

courage to really be yourself in a world that is constantly bombarding

freedom could be more inspirational to you than working in an office.

us with contradictory messages about who we should be and how we

Studying something that fills you with wonder and curiosity may appeal

should act.

more than good grades in subjects that bore you.

Authenticity requires you to question ‘why’ you said what you did or

So the big question is, “Do you have the courage to show up for your

reacted in a certain way. It requires you to take responsibility for your

authentic self and bring your unique flavour into the world?”

choices rather than justifying or making excuses. The payoff is well worth
a bit of self-reflective discomfort; living authentically imbues you with a

revisiting the authentic you. Ask yourself what is really important to you.

www.blueprinted.com.au

sense of freedom, inspires creativity and builds confidence and personal
empowerment.
Feeling like we need to ‘fake’ our way through life, please or impress
others, fit in, and do what is ‘expected’ is draining. It keeps our nervous
system in a constant state of mild alert as we seek validation that we are
‘doing the right thing’ according to someone else’s opinion.
14
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FEATURED

• Lists your education, qualification, and

school, hobbies, sports, volunteering etc.

training

Review your skills and what you can offer an
employer and be sure to include this in your

• Include your hobbies and achievements that

cover letter and resume. Again, where possible

shows what you are really good at

provide examples to demonstrate how you have

• Don’t lie and give false information. Employers

By Lorraine Wilson, Co-Founder Keyba Careers

which is required in every workplace. Or you

have been dishonest, there goes your chance of

played a sport and loved being part of a team

getting the job.

demonstrating that you are a team player.

prepared when answering questions

Examples of transferable skills which are

- Think about the questions you may be

F

your career aspirations and see if they have any

this letter to the job you are applying for. That

contacts or know of any job opportunities.

means for every job you apply for you have a

what’s going on in today’s business world and

INDING employment is challenging.

you are passionate about. What do you enjoy

Unfortunately COVID-19 has only made the

doing? Think about the industries, workplaces,

job market more competitive and harder

and the type of work you believe you would

to get into. We get it. The whole job seeking

love to be a part of and do your research. Use

process can seem daunting and overwhelming.

resources such as SEEK, and research different

The reality is we cannot control what is

industries and jobs available to see what

happening around us, but we can control our

appeals to you. Speak with friends and family

mindset and we do have the power to take

and ask them about their job and what they

control over our future. To succeed as a job

do. Think about the things that interest you

use this medium as a form of sharing what they
do and what they offer to other businesses and
organisations. Create a LinkedIn account as it
is a great opportunity for you to profile yourself

This shows your potential employer that you
have taken the time to read the ad thoroughly
and you are keen to work for that organisation.
Using the same generic cover letter is obvious
and will not set you apart from other applicants.
You want the employer to take that next step

from, perhaps you could ask a close relative or

giving examples

family friend, a mentor, school teacher or sports
coach for a character reference. It is good to

role or industry and what you can bring to the
business.

have been part of a team, volunteered or taken

- Include 5 reasons why you believe you would

part in charity work, make sure to include these.

be the best candidate for the job

Ensure your resume:

It’s the small details that will set you apart from

16
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at least 10 minutes early. If your interview will

to the job ad and back-up what you say by

and respond to the requirements of the job

- Include why you are applying for the role

2. NETWORKING

your friends, teachers, coach, go back to where

- Don’t be late to the interview, ensure you arrive

technology beforehand, so you are ready to go!

things you enjoy or are passionate about. If you

choice. Speak to family members, the parents of

- Avoid yes/no answers. The interviewer is trying

If you have not had a job to obtain a referee

are applying for. Include your hobbies and the

application. The first step is to think about what

maintain good eye contact and smile

competencies the employer is looking for. Refer

- Include your experience, skills set and

demonstrate your passion and interest for the

and allow your passion to shine through your

answer the specific questions. Ensure you

be held via video conferencing, which is likely

what can you bring to the team? We have put

opportunity for yourself in the industry of your

- Listen to the questions being asked and

chance of being offered the job.

- Answer anything specific written in the job ad

other applicants applying for the same job and

• Is free of spelling or grammatical errors

and show interest in the role

when answering questions

competencies you offer to the position you

may know of someone who could create an

interviewer, relevant to the role or organisation

give examples to support what you are saying

get the job. You want to be a stand-out and

industry that you are genuinely interested in

- Prepare a list of questions you can ask your

match up with your referee responses. Do not

show interest in the role, chances are you won’t

someone else proof-read your resume

confidently talk about yourself

your resume and responses from your interview

sets, strengths, and weaknesses to offer. So,

opportunities. Start networking yourself to

asked and practice your responses so you can

ensure to:

the resume reflects your personality and the

• Is professional looking and easy to read – have

Doing your homework will assist you to be more

to find out more about you, so where possible,

and target where you want to work. If you don’t

when looking for a job as it can create

learn as much as you can about the company.

and read your resume. In your cover letter

Every single person is unique, with different skill

Networking these days is extremely beneficial

- Ensure you do your research. Google and

Companies conduct reference checks to ensure

want it to stand out. So be creative and ensure

want to be specific and apply for a job or an

6. REFERENCES

You do not want to break the trust and lose the

applying for. Be strategic in your job search

everyone you know. It’s possible that they

• Being adaptable and resilient

you are applying for

and work from to create your resume. You

throwing your resume around to any job. You

• Being motivated

career.

plenty of templates you can easily download

ready and have a passion for the role. Don’t go

• Reliability

you, as a good interviewer will pick up on this.

that into a career by bringing it to the job you’re

Employers look for staff who are keen, job-

• Problem-solving

fake your referees or have a mate do them for

and you enjoy doing, and how you can lead

1. HAVE A POSITIVE MINDSET AND THE
RIGHT ATTITUDE

• Being able to work as part of a team

persons full name (if supplied) and the position

and most importantly take action and don’t give

seeking process easier.

• Excellent customer service skills

- Include the name of the business, contact

seeker, you need to take responsibility, initiative

together 7 tips to help you out and make the job

• Communication skills, both written and verbal

what you are looking for in an employer and

Take the time to update your resume. There are

up.

cover letter specifically tailored for that job.

required in every workplace are –

(which is basically your resume) and explain

3. UPDATE YOUR RESUME

things you can do to stand out!

job and provided excellent customer service

cover letter with your resume, and customise

LinkedIn post articles and information about

for a successful interview and there are a few

when conducting an interview. If they know you

while you were at school and talk to them about

Instagram and LinkedIn. Professionals on

prepared to give it your best! Preparation is key

For example, you may have had a part-time

When applying for a job, ensure you include a

companies now put job ads up on Facebook,

interview. Now it’s time to ensure you are fully

do a reference check or background check or

you gained work experience or part-time work

Don’t forget the power of social media. Many

Congratulations, you have scored yourself an

will pick up on false information when they

4. IT’S ALL ABOUT THE COVER LETTER

7 Tips to Help
you get a Job

these skills.

7. PREPARE FOR THE INTERVIEW

increase your chance of having an interview.
5. USE YOUR TRANSFERABLE SKILLS

What are your skills and knowledge you have

• Clearly laid out with your work history, your

gained throughout your life that you can

experience, and your skills

transfer or compliment the job you are applying
for? Think about the skills gained from work,

have 2 or 3 good referees ready to go. What is
also beneficial is to ask them to put some words
in writing for you, so when you are asked for a
reference, you can hand the hard copies and
give the interviewer your permission to contact

due to the pandemic, ensure you test your

- First impressions are everything, so dress
appropriately for the position you are applying
for (even if it is a Zoom meeting!)
- And finally, don’t forget to thank your
interviewer for the opportunity and that you
look forward to hearing back from them.

them.
When you put forward the name and contact
details of your referees, ensure you let your

Written by Lorraine Wilson

referee know of the job you are applying for.

For more information, tips and advice to ensure

This way they are prepared for the phone call

you have a successful interview and land

and ready to give you a raving reference. And

the job you want, check out Keyba Careers’

don’t forget to thank your referee and let them

Employer Engagement Program. It’s a short

know of the outcome of your job application.

online crash course to ensure you are job ready,
so you stand out in your interview! The first
lesson is FREE! www.keybacareers.com.au
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PASSION FOR
PERFORMING:
The social and mental health
benefits of acting classes
The world of Hollywood is filled with dazzling

studying in the drama space. This youth theatre

film premieres, larger than life movie stars and

uses Passion for performance as their key

shiny golden awards. When you look at all this

message. Drama warmups give an awareness of

glitz and glamour, it would be easy to think that

voice and body, instruments that need training

acting is only for the most outgoing, extroverted

just as sports people must do. Improvisation

people. But in fact, the opposite is often true.

utilises the creative side of the brain and frees
up the imagination. But the actual rehearsals

Many young people who attend acting classes

and productions give far more skills and

can be shy and reserved in their everyday life,

knowledge, endowing a sense of selfdiscipline

and turn to the world of performance as a way

that will stay with a student forever. “We’re

to express themselves. Whether you’re acting

adults all too soon” says Merilyn Brend,

for the stage or screen, the sense of creativity

principal of the theatre “Let them enjoy and

Written by Alex Lowes.

For me to
go into a
community
and be accepted for
who I am… acting is
such a fantastic
thing.
own creative ideas with their team in order to
create an exciting performance. While this can

and a love for acting.”

seem scary at first, it becomes a lot easier when

These surveys reflect a growing idea within

And when you’re sharing your creative energy

An independent survey of 5 to 17 year olds who

arts communities that there are many hidden

with the same group of people every week, you

attended acting lessons at Barking Gecko, a

benefits to acting classes. But just what are

are bound to form strong social bonds.

youth theatre in Western Australia, found that

these benefits? We spoke to some current and

of the students said they felt a greater “sense of

you realise everyone is feeling exactly the same.

former acting students to find out!

“For me to go into a community and be

FIND YOUR TRIBE

fantastic thing” said Andreani, a recent graduate

accepted for who I am… acting is such a
from the VET Screen Acting Course at Australian

belonging” while attending the classes.
It’s no wonder that so many students in the

College of Dramatic Arts in Melbourne. A sufferer

MBCTA Youth Theatre in the suburbs of

survey reported a positive impact on their social

of anxiety and acute asthma in the later years

Melbourne states that many of their students

lives, as a large part of acting involves working

of high school, Andreani praised the friendships

enjoy the social connection of peers working

closely in a team. Whether you’re reading from

she developed over the two years of her acting

and sharing performance together. For many it

a script or improvising a scene as you go along,

course: “you might be stuck in your shell, not

gives a sense of wellbeing whilst working and

acting students are encouraged to share their

wanting to go up on stage, but once you see
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THESE are my people”.

I could work on”. He soon found it very helpful

portrayals of mental illness in large mainstream

to take his experiences with the disorder

films are sometimes “not perfect”, Harley

As well as the social benefits, these friendships

and “channel that raw energy” into creating

believes that it is crucial that artists continue

can also be helpful if you choose to pursue a

electrifying characters. Taking a step back to

to examine these issues in their art as a way of

career in acting, because even when you are

consider his acting style, he realised that he

motivating thoughtful discussions. “The long

no longer undertaking classes, you have a

was particularly good at memorising scripts

term goal is to eliminate the stigma behind

wide network of other actors who you can call

and playing highenergy characters, and so he

mental illness” he says, “but the first step is to

upon to collaborate with. In fact, many famous

began to choose roles and create characters for

make mental health easier to talk about, and

actors have developed lifelong professional

himself that played into those strengths. Harley

we’re doing that right now with acting, with TV

relationships with friends they made in acting

was able to turn his acting class into a positive

and with movies”. Harley and Andreani were

school. For instance, renowned Hollywood

outlet for selfexpression, and he described how

both thankful to their acting class for provided

actors John Krasinski and B.J. Novak first

this personal discovery helped him relax, saying: them with a nurturing space to be themselves

Office’.

relish being a kid which gives lifelong discipline

good for their mental health. On top of this, 69%

similar story to their own. While noting that

“I didn’t realise how stressed I was until I was
selfwritten play in high school, and the two went unstressed”.
on to appear together in the US TV series ‘The

is said to have a great impact on building your

87% of the students said that the classes were

exceptionally lazy, but no… this was something

became friends when they collaborated on a

and comradery that goes along with performing
confidence and boosting mental health.

that other people are just like you, you think

and grow as individuals.
CONFIDENCE

It can be a very uplifting process to share your
voice through acting, and many notable actors

While it’s very common to get stage fright from

By their very nature, arts industries are very

have explored mental health themes in films

public speaking, many people find it easier to

collaborative, and having a strong support

such as Paper Planes (2014) and musicals such

take to the stage if they are portrayed a fictional

network of likeminded friends can give your

as Groundhog Day (2016). While navigating

character, rather than having to be themselves.

career an early boost. Whether you want to write these themes can help with an actor’s inner
a play, make a film or record a podcast, acting
growth, stories like these have the added

Pretending to be someone else creates an

school just might help you find the perfect

benefit of promoting positive mental health

audience, and this can be a great stepping stone

people to make that happen!

perspectives to the wider public. If audiences

towards getting rid of stage fright altogether.

are hearing from a variety of unique voices

Many actors also find that once you begin to feel

in the performances they watch, this can

comfortable sharing your work with an audience,

educate them by broadening their awareness

you also start to feel more selfassured in your

of conditions that they aren’t very familiar with.

everyday life. “It lifts you up” says Hilla, one of

It could also be comforting for an audience

Harley’s former classmates, “as time goes on, you

member to hear when someone else has a

feel so much more natural and confident”.

EXPRESS YOURSELF
A large part of being an actor involves bringing
stories to life, and this opens up the exciting
possibility of exploring your own personal
experiences within your acting work. Through

extra layer of disconnect between you and the

improvisations and selfwritten scripts, acting
classes can give you the choice to draw from
your own social and cultural perspectives to
create interesting performances, allowing you to
have complete control over how you share your
own story with an audience. Many actors would
agree that you often create your most dynamic
and engaging work when the story you are
telling comes from a place of truth.
One such actor is Harley, another Australian
College of Dramatic Arts graduate, who had
a transformative personal experience half
way through his time at the college when he
was diagnosed with ADHD. “It was a weird
feeling, to be excited about the diagnosis” said
Harley, who had spent the previous year of
school wondering why he found it so difficult
to concentrate on his work. “It was such an
amazing feeling having that weight off of
my shoulders I began to wonder if I was just
SPRING 2020 |
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By honing her selfconfidence and acting skills
simultaneously, Hilla gained the motivation
to audition for a major Netflix series that was
filming in Australia. She was sent a small portion
of the script, and was required to learn her lines
and think carefully about how her character
would react in certain situations, and how she
would approach the role. Auditions like this
are very competitive, and while she didn’t get
the part this time, she is excited to take what
she learnt and apply it to future opportunities,
saying: “I need to work more on my accents,
and changing my emotions very fast”. Hilla’s
experience reflects the idea that a journey to
gaining confidence can begin in acting class and
continue to develop and evolve well after you
graduate.
JOB SKILLS
To get a job as an actor, you are usually required
to go to an audition. From large Netflix auditions
like Hilla’s one, to smaller independent theatre
productions and everything in between, the

so many workplaces experimented with new

don’t have to jump into it with grand dreams

casting director will want to see you in action

online ways of working this year, so having a

to become the next Margot Robbie or Hugh

before giving you the part. Acting classes can

background in acting could give you a great

Jackman, the array of hidden skills you acquire

teach you everything you need to know to

head start in this emerging space.

can remain helpful and relevant no matter how

prepare for auditioning, including how to create
a polished CV and how to seem prepared with

your career path unfolds.
variety of other skills that have practical uses in

Whether you’re loud, quiet, energetic, hesitant

many other types of working environments. So,

or anywhere in between, it’s well worth giving

As an added bonus, this knowledge could

even if you don’t want a career in performing

acting classes a go it could benefit you in ways

actually be very useful to draw upon when

and just want to try it for fun, you might find that you’ve never thought of before!

undertaking job interviews outside of the

the things you learn can support you in chasing

-

acting world too. Regardless of what type of

whatever your dream job may be. Do you want

www.mbcta.com.au

job you are going for, the interviewer is going

to be able to make quick decisions in high

to be looking at how you conduct yourself and

pressure situations? Improvisation exercises can

checking to see if your CV is up to scratch, so

help! Do you want to enhance your ability to

Written by Alex Lowes.

these are incredibly worthwhile skills to learn!

communicate through writing? Try writing your

It’s also important to note that not all auditions

own script! Having honed a wide variety of skills

You can find extended interviews with Hilla, Andreani
and Harley in the ongoing YouTube series ‘ACDA
Student Stories’.

occur inperson.

over her two years of acting school, Andreani

proper etiquette.

Sometimes, larger productions will require you

upon graduating, stating “you feel like you can

to film your own performance and send them

take on the world … but you have to put the

the video, typically called a “self test” or “self

work in”.

Australian College of Dramatic Arts offers
nationally accredited training of the 2307VIC
CERTIFICATE III in ACTING (SCREEN) course for
students in Years 10 to 12. Find out more at http://
acda.vic.edu.au or by emailing admin@acda.vic.
edu.au

the things you should consider when filming

Overall, while they obviously help you develop

REFERENCES:

yourself, including the framing of the camera,

your performance skills, it’s clear that acting

https://issuu.com/

types of lighting and audio quality.

classes can do so much more. The ability to

barkinggeckotheatrecompany/docs/
evaluation_report_issuu

described how she felt more prepared for a job

tape”. Many acting classes can teach you about

express your personality through creative
The ability to appear professional in front of a

performances, all while getting support and

camera is becoming more and more important

encouragement from your peers, can contribute

in many modern occupations, especially after

greatly to your interpersonal development. You
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Assisting people to achieve

Acting lessons help you to develop a wide

MBCTA Youth Theatre – anecdotal evidence

financial solutions & wealth creation
through property
Debt Reduction & Property Strategies
We are passionate about helping people to achieve financial
freedom through debt reduction and property strategies.
Whether you are in the early stages of searching for a home
or investment property, ready to make an offer or apply for
finance, Complete Property Strategies is here to help you
with securing the best deal possible.

Financial Coaching

For a complimentary
appointment
Call us on 0411 630 779
or visit our website at
completepropertystrategies.com.au

At Complete Property Strategies we don’t just want to help
you find the right loan, we want to help you pay it off faster
than you ever thought possible!
That is why we are in partnership with Asset 101 Financial
Coaching who offer a proven solution, for you to manage
your money on a higher level to
• Save for a deposit for your home or investment property,
• Pay off your home, investment property and other debt,
• Achieve all of this and your goals in a fraction of the time!
SPRING 2020 |
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The
problem
with porn
By David and Katie Kobler

A

recent poll highlighted that kids are

I was taken aback a few years ago when I saw

and think this is crazy, but we have a generation

spending an average of 32 hours on

a study that found that 99% of young men who

of young people growing up learning to be

screens at home, with much of that time had their phone in their rooms overnight on a

spent online. While a lot of attention is given

frequent occasion accessed pornography.

to the amount of time that young people are

them as adults?
While we all as parents have the hope that our

of day teens are choosing to spend online will

child is capable of making the right decisions

A study conducted by the university of Sydney

provide insight into the challenge that parents

when it comes to navigating pornography the

in 2018 looked at year 10 students from 7

and young people can be facing in this space.

reality is that every child is at risk. While this

independent schools to see the impact of

particular study highlighted the challenge that

pornography use. They found that 70% of

While the issues that young people can be

young men can be facing, it is important to

year 10 boys and 21% of year 10 girls reported

facing online are not limited to a certain time

acknowledge that young women are very often

watching pornography monthly or more. The

of day there does seem to be a trend amongst

struggling as well.

study found that frequency of consumption

night.

EVERY CHILD IS AT RISK.

When I ask the teens I work with what time of

Acknowledging that EVERY child has the

day they struggle the most when it comes to

potential to struggle when it comes to

the online world, the response is almost always

pornography is critical for parents who are

unanimous. “10pm-1am”.

wanting to take the steps needed towards
protecting their child in the online space.

We call it the 10pm trap.
Nicholas Tinbergen, a Nobel prize winning
THE 10PM TRAP:

biologist did a fascinating experiment where
he found a species of butterflies where the

It’s not just teens who recognise this pull

male butterflies were attracted to the female

towards the night-time trend of logging on when butterflies because of the colour and size of
they would otherwise be asleep. Porn hub, an
their wings as well as the placement of dots on
online pornographic video sharing website state
that their highest rates of traffic are between
10pm and midnight.
As a parent, I find this heartbreaking. I know the
lengths that many parents will go to in order to

| SPRING 2020

we really believe that won’t have an impact on

spending online, an understanding of the time

young people to engage in these areas late at

22

aroused consistently by pixels on a screen. Do

correlated with an increase in negative
outcomes. These outcomes included but were
not limited to; sexual objectification of women,
compulsivity issues, and less social empathy.
The results of the research “highlight the serious
imminent threat of pornography exposure to
young people.”
The average age of first exposure to online
pornography is 11. Yes 11-years-old! Kids are not
actively seeking this out as their first exposure at
11. They are most commonly stumbling across
this in one of 3 main ways:

1. Exposed whilst doing homework
their wings. He then created a carboard butterfly 2. Googling a sexual term they overhear
that looked like the real butterfly but with
3. hown by another child in person or sent to
bigger wingspan, brighter colours, and perfect
placement of dots on the wings. He had created
a “supra-normal stimulus”.

them online
Lessons Pornography Teaches Children
a. Sex can be frightening often involving

protect their children in every way. Sometimes,

When given the choice between the real and

however, parents can be asleep in their beds

violence, abuse and humiliation.

the artificial, the males chose and tried to mate

completely unaware that their child, who they

b. It is common for sex to involve 3 or more

with the artificial females and ignored the real

presume is safe and fast asleep, is in fact facing

people

females. These butterflies are trying to mate

some pretty significant challenges that can, and

c. The role and purpose of women in sex is to

with a piece of cardboard, and we can laugh

fulfil male pleasure

in many cases will, have long lasting impact.

SPRING 2020 |
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Michael’s
Butchery

TOPPornography
QUALITY MEAT
& Teach
Lessons
Won’t
SERVICE AT THE RIGHT PRICE
Children
Beef, Lamb, Pork, Poultry,
Gourmet Sausages

Cuts – BBQ Packs
– Bulk Orders
a.Special
The importance
of consent
in sexual

in an age appropriate way and let them know

to have the courage to make the right choices

that you are always available for any further

for their life when it comes to pornography.

questions.

Regular conversations:

37 Irrigation Rd, Merrylands NSW 2160
encounters.
Ph: 02 9631 0921

Frame the conversation:

c. That sex should always involve mutual desire

Much of society presents porn as a harmless,

no longer valid. One off conversations just don’t

and mutual pleasure.

consequence free activity. In framing the

cut it. Our kids deserve to have ongoing, holistic

The ‘birds and the bees’ style sex education is

b. Sex as an act of love, respect and intimacy.

conversation, you have the opportunity to

discussions in the home where they are free to

OUR SAFER MODEL FOR PARENTS

present the topic to your child in a way that

discuss sex, porn, relationships and whatever

IN NAVIGATING PORNOGRAPHY

represents your family values and belief

else they find themselves facing!

EXPOSURE.

systems. It’s important for kids to hear their

Start the conversations early:
Preventative conversation is key. Don’t wait till
your child has had a confronting and frightening

family’s perspective on this topic before others
shape it for you.

David and Katie Kobler

Do your kids have the understanding and

discussing it.

terminology to communicate about the

Don’t shy away from the tough questions about
sex and porn. Praise your child for asking YOU
the parent questions. Answer the questions

For more information, please contact our

www.yourchoicez.com.au

Education will equip:

experience with online pornography to start

Answer questions openly and honestly:

Mater’s Emotional
Health Unit
bridging the gap
for young adults

P

topic of pornography and associated issues.
An educated young person is able to make
informed choices and has an understanding of
the impact that pornography can have on them
personally and relationally. This will equip them

art of Mater’s Young Adult Health

Particularly during the challenges of 2020,

Centre, the Emotional Health Unit is

Mater Young Adult Health Centre Director

Queensland’s first dedicated private

Simon Denny suggests the need for this

mental health care service for young

service is now greater than ever before.

adults aged 16 to 25 suffering from anxiety,

“We already knew that mental health

depression, eating disorders and other

issues amongst young people were on

mental health issues that can make day to

the rise, but then COVID-19 exacerbated

day life overwhelming.

this with lockdown, social isolation, lack

The unit—which incorporates the Amanda
Flynn Clinic, a Recovery College and
consulting suites with a range of private
mental health specialists—celebrated their
one year anniversary this June. This was

IS

A

a significant milestone for the team who
have developed a model of care that is
unique in Queensland.

ORGANISATION

The service was developed in response to
a need in the community for tailored care
for the young adult age group who are too
mature for child and adolescent services
but not emotionally ready for adult mental
health services.
A multidisciplinary team of youth clinicians
have since worked together to develop
this service with the needs of the young
adult age group in mind. The Emotional
Health Unit also engages a team of youth
ambassadors to assist in ensuring that

24
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PH201

HELP KEEP YOUR FAMILY
AND COMMUNITY SAFE

what the unit offers is relevant, beneficial

DONATE ONLINE

services available in individual, group and

team on 07 3163 6102 or enquire online at
www.mater.org.au/emotionalhealthunit
Mater Young Adult Health Centre
Level 7, Salmon Building, 537 Stanley Street,
South Brisbane Qld 4101

of routines and lack of physical activity, all
of which affects mental wellbeing. We’ve
been very pleased to be able to help
young people during this time across our
Amanda Flynn Clinic, Recovery College and
consulting suites. The feedback has been
wonderful.”
The unit’s Recovery College provides
therapeutic programs with a focus on
recovery and learning new skills for a range
of different issues affecting young people’s
mental health. The most recent addition
to the schedule of Recovery College
day programs is a class targeted at high
school students ‘Senior Schools Guide to
Stressing Less’. This module is designed to
assist senior high school students manage
the stress and anxiety of their final year
exams and post high school preparations.
The module can be undertaken onsite
at Mater’s South Brisbane campus, or
module facilitators can go to the school.

and meeting the needs and challenges
faced by its patients. There are a range of
family therapy formats designed to ensure
a holistic approach to treatment.
SPRING 2020 |
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The benefits of
climbing and
the benefits of
a climbing wall
at your school

W

What a climbing wall can do for you school

E KNOW that

In addition to all the physical benefits, rock climbing has many mental

physical activity is

health benefits. To get to the top you need to plan your route. This

beneficial from a

involves visualisation and focus and is fantastic for building problem

We find that students really love climbing. They become

young age but is there a sport

solving abilities. You will also need to clear your mind and be completely

more engaged in sport and outdoor education programs

that can be accessed by all

in the moment. The high levels of concentration are like mindfulness

by providing a challenging but more accessible option

youth no matter their fitness

training with climbers experiencing improved

for physical activity. Climbing encourages engagement
of students who may not traditionally find engagement

or skills? The answer is yes,
it’s rock climbing and it has a

mood and decreased tension after rock climbing. Studies have also

in social or traditional team sports. It creates an outlet

long list of physical and mental

shown long term positive improvements on anyone suffering from anxiety

for students for physical exercise and positive mental

or depression.

health. Climbing

The popularity of rock climbing has taken off. It’s now considered an elite

Climbing can truly be life changing. Josh and Jordyn Damasco started

assists with building trust and camaraderie among

sport and included in the Olympic Games. While the thrill of climbing

climbing at their local climbing gym, City Summit (WA) when their Dad

peers, as well as teachers and students. A school

may be the sense of danger, rock climbing is very safe (when compared

was looking for an activity to help them connect as a family on the

climbing wall may also lead to attraction and retention

with traditional sports like Aussie Rules and hockey). That’s not to say

weekends. They liked it so much that they enrolled in an after school

of students, who deem the facilities valuable to their

there isn’t some element of danger and it’s certainly a thrill being 100 m

climbing course. Fast forward 6 years and the Damasco’s have changed

education

off the ground holding onto a piece of rock. However, safety in climbing

their lives thanks to their involvement in the sport.

benefits for participants.

mitigates these risks and helps to build life skills.

If your school doesn’t have a climbing wall, then it might
Josh and Jordyn compete on the national and international circuit

be a consideration to install one to enhance the physical

Climbing encourages you to get outside of your comfort zone and step

as part of the Australian Team with the support of their Dad who you

education or outdoor education programs. Your school

by step make your way up the climbing wall. Even if you don’t make

will find belaying, climbing and generally getting involved anyway he

can promote climbing as a sport and have on-site

it to the top, you will be challenging yourself, overcoming fears and in

can. Needless to say, climbing has changed their life forever. In their

nationally recognised training delivered to students.

turn boosting your self-esteem. The nature of climbing means that you

spare time Josh and Jordyn practice their leadership skills and teach

A climbing wall looks great and will often become a

get continual feedback on your progress and the level of difficulty can

and inspire a new generation of climbers as instructors at City Summit

visual attraction in an otherwise open, empty gym

be easily adjusted as you improve. The challenge of attempting routes

climbing centre. They are active members of the WA climbing community

space. It creates a link for school climbing and abseiling

and ultimately goal achievement means that rock climbing is great for

and have formed climbing networks around the world. Most importantly

programs and facilitates teaching on rope work and

building confidence and gives you skills to handle problems in other

they have a great activity that they can share together and with their

safety.

areas of life.

friends and family.
This can be transitioned to outdoor climbing and

Rock climbing is a team sport requiring great communication skills. As

While climbing is an intense activity there is plenty of time spent hanging

a climber you rely on another person to control the ropes (belayer) and

out and you will find climbers to be a great group of friends to spend your

keep you safe on the wall so it is essential to be able to communicate

time with.

effectively. As you climb you will build skills in teamwork and develop

abseiling trips or team building exercises

and installation of custom climbing walls for schools
Australia wide. We offer turnkey solutions to get your

new generation to the sport. The best place to get started is at your local

school climbing with operations support, teaching

Rock climbing is known as one of the best workouts available as well as

indoor climbing gym or hopefully your school will have a wall or an in-

training and outcomes-based course delivery.

being a whole lot of fun. It uses natural ergonomic movements and will

house program.

strengthen your arms legs and core. You will improve balance and as you
progress through each grade, you build overall strength, endurance and

Specialists in design, supply, installation
and certiication of artiicial climbing
walls and abseiling units. We design
custom solutions with minimum
maintenance and high
engagement.

OUR SERVICES

WHY CHOOSE US

DESIGN & CONSTRUCT

PROFESSIONAL

Drawing on our experience as climbers, gym
operators & designers we create superior solutions
that deliver the highest standard of quality & safety.

We have 10 years of industry experience with design,
construction & installation as well as operational
experience and course delivery. All work is completed
to Australian Standards.

INSPECTION & CERTIFICATION

Summit Climbing Walls are leaders in the design, supply

Climbers are generally a social bunch and always keen to welcome a

trust amongst your classmates.

SCHOOL
ABSEILING &
CLIMBING WALLS

Damien Hall
Summit Climbing Group, Australia

Routine inspection and certiﬁcation of climbing
walls and abseiling units is essential for safe
operation and a requirement of AS 2316.1-2009.

COMPETITIVE PRICES
We pride ourselves on developing customised
turnkey solutions that consider your brief for
construction, operational and budget requirements.

EQUIPMENT & CLIMBING SERVICES
We supply all equipment such as harnesses, ropes,
& belay set-ups. We can route set your wall for
maximum use/enjoyment. We run courses on site
at your wall & teacher operations training.

GET IN TOUCH!
+61 8 6102 7302

INCREASE
ENGAGEMENT
IN SPORT
& RECREATION

flexibility.
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High Sensitivity
By Tamalyn Markwell

T

HE TERM ‘Highly Sensitive Person’

to being naturally understanding, empathetic

ways to solve problems and conflict. For HSPs

refers to someone who has sensory

and compassionate, furthermore, HSPs are

of all ages, respect the intensity of their feelings,

processing sensitivity. This trait

often found to be intelligent and creative. HSPs

this is one of their greatest needs.

was discovered in the mid 1990s by

are not able to ‘turn off’ their extreme sensory

psychologist Dr Elaine Aron. There has been

awareness and can become overwhelmed

There is a lot more available now in terms of

a lot of misunderstanding about this trait and

by loud noises, bright lights, crowds and

support and information, a great place to start

what it means. It is not synonymous with being

sometimes, by their own, and other’s emotions.

is Dr Elain Aron’s website hsperson.com or her

shy or introverted, and it is not a weakness.

HSPs are extremely aware of what is happening

book Highly Sensitive Person. If you or your

Sadly, it has often been seen as a character flaw

from within and without themselves.

child is highly sensitive and you need someone
to talk to, it’s important to find a counsellor that

in our society where sensitivity is not typically
HSP children are sensitive to bright lights,

valued.

works specifically with high sensitivity.

strong smells and flavours, loud noises and
People with this trait often have their sensitivity

may startle easily. They don’t like coarse fabrics

For HSPs who believe themselves as faulty,

pointed out in a negative way. I work with many

or uncomfortable shoes or clothes. They get

following experiences where their sensitivity

children who have experienced disapproval

overwhelmed when rushed or when they have a

has caused perceived limitations or frustration,

about their trait and this impacts considerably

lot on their ‘to do’ list as they are perfectionistic

discovering the science, psychology and

on their ability to develop a healthy sense of

and conscientious. They tend to avoid violent

biological factors surrounding high sensitivity is

self.

movies and TV shows, if they do experience

extremely freeing and validating.

something intense, they can take longer than
15-20% of people have sensory processing

other children to process it.

sensitivity making them highly sensitive. They

High sensitivity makes you different in a
beautiful way, and the world needs your gifts
of gentleness and compassion now more than

are exceptionally aware of everything around

HSP children are more likely to watch from the

them, their senses filter more information than

sidelines for a while before, or if ever, they join in ever.

non-HSPs and they are not able to block out

activities or parties. In fact HSP children have a

this barrage of sensory information. Latest

rich inner life and imagination, they can be very

neuroscience advises that HSPs have mirror

content in their own company.

neurons that are more active and a more active
insula cortex, this is the part of the brain that is

HSP children need a little extra time coming

responsible for perception and self-awareness.

to a decision and processing what they have

Tamalyn Markwell Counselling
tamalynmarkwellcounselling.com.au

experienced during the day, they love quiet
This sees HSPs pause and reflect before

time and a cuddle. Encourage their interest in

engaging for the reason that they are filtering

art, music and literature, speak softly and use a

considerable amounts of information, they

gentle voice maintaining eye contact, this will

think and feel everything deeply. EEG scans

really support your little HSP. For your HSP teen,

show the subtle yet very real differences in the

encourage them to express themselves through

highly sensitive brain. Being HSP lends itself

art and music and get their ideas on alternative

28
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Answer: Especially important.

past our initial stress response and our immediate challenges, when we
are ready, getting in flow makes sense whether you are at work, at home

In a 10-year study conducted by McKinsey, top leaders reported being

or leading a team!

five times more productive in flow. Flow has a positive impact on both
the person (gratification) and on results, i.e. the quality of their work and
performance levels.

Creating a new flow during
times of disruption
"COVID-19 has challenged everything I enjoy about my work!"
- Creating a new “flow” during times of disruption.

W

HETHER you are overly stretched, under-utilized, or coping

SO, WHY IS IT IMPORTANT NOW?

with job loss and the related loss of identity we are all caught
betwixt and between the past and the future. As leaders

in our workplaces, schools, homes and community, our ability to get
ourselves and others into and stay in “flow” during times of disruption is
needed now more than ever.
WHAT IS “FLOW”?

At home or between gigs….
For many of us flow is achieved through hobbies and interests outside of
work. Writing a novel? Playing sport? High Rope Course? Learning to play
an instrument? PhD in Bioscience? Craft? Working under the hood of a
car, boat, computer? Baking – sourdough, perhaps? For those of us who
have found ourselves under-utilized, coping with job loss or isolation,

Cast your mind back...Is there any activity in your life, now or pre-

experimenting with what might create this sense of flow and hooking

COVID 19, that makes time stand still when you engage in it? An activity

back into it can be critical to supporting our ability to navigate this

that enthralls you so much that you find it easy, effortless, to tune out

economic, social and wellbeing challenge.

everything else and focus on that activity exclusively? If so, you have
experienced a state of unselfconscious absorption in an activity termed as Like many of us I experienced an unexpected loss of a big contact earlier
'flow' by psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (pronounced “cheeks sent this year. What got me through was hooking back into my lifelong passion
for learning. Weeks of professional development flew by as it was woven

me high ee”).

into my “work” week to give structure and purpose to this non-earning
Flow can occur in a wide range of settings and activities and occurs when:

time. It helped me develop my expertise, create a healthier lifestyle (yet
again!) and move closer to my long-term business goals. Getting back into

CREATING FLOW AT WORK AND HOME
We work with leaders to create flow at work and home however there are

High levels of flow are associated with:

some helpful steps to get it happening for you and your team.

1. Higher levels of psychological wellbeing

1. Have clear goals, a sense of what is important and look to re-imagine

2. Higher levels of self-esteem

your future.

3. Greater life satisfaction
4. Increased conscientiousness
5. Lower levels of trait-based anxiety
6. Increased task enjoyment
7. Positive moods
8. High levels of intrinsic motivation,
9. Stronger internal locus of control
10. Lower levels of work-related depressive symptoms and burnout.
When “doing more with less” or unexpected exponential growth is
creating unrelenting pressure, the more we can do to create the path of
least resistance towards wellbeing and productivity for us and our teams
the better. In fact, according to these same McKinsey researchers, if we
could increase the time, we spend in flow by 15-20%, overall workplace
productivity would almost double!
The actual state of flow is no different at work that at home however the
complicating factor is that we work with other people who experience

2. Put your skills to the test – its mastery combined with challenge that
brings the flow So seek balance between the size of the challenge and the
match with your skill levels – do not over or under do it!
3. Clear the mental (and physical) distractions – create space to
concentrate the mind on the present. Choose your distractions mindfully
by creating space for those that align with what is important for you not
your autopilot reactions.
4. Identify and use your strengths and your team’s strengths. Again, watch
your stress response and look for complementary or aligned strengths.
5. Recraft your outlook and approach to the tasks you do not like but
must do. Acknowledge they need to be done and do them consciously
using your greatest strengths and best qualities.
START WHEREVER YOU ARE

flow around both the same and different activities. When they are out of

Wherever you are at – at work or home – consider the advice from Arthur

flow this will impact on our ability to get and stay in flow. As individuals

Ashe to “ Start where you are, use what you have, do what you can”,

and leaders, it is our opportunity to find others who complement our

recognizing that an imperfect first step towards creating the joy that flow

flow. For example, the thought of working on a finance spreadsheet or

brings is better than a perfect step never taken. From this joy and energy,

managing social media make me feel a little nauseous.

who knows what creativity, innovation or growth may be generated
for you and your team, as you look to create a better future for all, post

• It is in pursuit of a task requiring skill, concentration, and intense focus

the flow left me feeling energized and confident. Yet, it was not part of my

• Where challenge and skill are balanced.

To get this done and stay in flow, I actively sought out two wonderful

plans for 2020 and financial setbacks and difficult conversations were still

• It is goal-directed

people who could happily spend hours on these activities while I am

part of the story. However, finding my “flow” enabled me to engage with

• There is ongoing feedback about how the activity is progressing occurs

in flow researching, developing, or facilitating programs or engaged in

A sustainable leadership coach and consultant, Elizabeth Hughes

in the small amount of work I did have, positively discuss opportunities

• It feels like the activity is effortless

coaching. I also have other coaches and facilitators who have similar flow

founded The Mindful Executive in 2015 and is dedicated to helping

with potential clients and stay connected at home.

triggers to me and working with them in the moment creates great energy

leaders and their teams create enduring value for all. www.tmegrp.com

• The person feels very much in control of what he or she is doing
• The person ceases to be self-conscious
• Time stands still.
The experience of flow appears to be universal and is fun and enjoyed by
all!
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At work and under pressure for months…

COVID-19!

and experiences for us and our clients.

That is all great, you say, but what about those of us who are over-

The key for leaders of teams is to be clear both about their own strengths

Elizabeth Hughes

whelmed, under pressure and working 50+ hour weeks. We are struggling

and what activities create flow as well as the strengths and flow activities

The MINDFUL EXECUTIVE

to find any time for ourselves let alone time to experience flow through

of team members. This way you can intentionally engage the team

www.tmegrp.com

hobbies, interests, or sport. How important is it that we work to find a

in complementary or aligned ways that support their psychological

state of flow through our work?

wellbeing, work quality and productivity. While it can be difficult to get
SPRING 2020 |
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FEATURED

Real Skiing in Virtual Reality
Technology building ramps in Sports
Participation and Holistic Physical
Literacy
In a world dominated by technology
and screens, we find ourselves, adults
and children alike, more than ever
less motivated and uninspired when it
comes to physical activity and sports.
Our minds are overstimulated yet
our bodies, fitness and health are
suppressed. We are craving to find
new and innovative ways to combine
both worlds and find the balance that
will deliver us Mental and Physical
Health alike hence the necessity of
technology in sport and training.

In a year dominated by a pandemic,
mental health which is very individual
is key in moving forward and rising
up. Our simulators focus on the
individual with tailored one-onone sessions, progressions and
feedback. From when you step into
the bindings, you are immersed in
your own personal full-fledge ski slope
completely customized to suit you.

The main computer allows snow
conditions to be altered and trails
can be customised so you can go
as fast or as slow as you like. The
endless options mean you can stick
to more relaxing ski slopes or push
your limits down one of the Slalom,
Giant Slalom or world-renowned GPS
scouted race courses for a more thrillOff-Piste Ski & Snowboard Simulators seeking activity. This freedom and
flexibility of choice, movement and
use cutting-edge technology which
engagement allows you to grow and
reproduces the exact sensation of
going down the slopes. An experience flourish boosting mental health. The
thrill that comes from improving your
no video game can rival and So true
own ability to mastering your carving
to life are reactions of the virtual
slope to your skis or snowboard, you'll technique or beating a personal best
time is quite difficult to replicate.
soon forget you are indoors.
Introducing
Snowsports
Simulators
Inbuilt Smart Sensors
track your motion,
the Main computer
analyses the response from skis or
snowboard, Powerful drive system
recreates the G-force and the Virtual
reality visualizes the experience. The
simulators provide a unique, safe,
fun, professional and all-inclusive
training tool making snow-sports
accessible to everyone of all abilities,
ages, backgrounds and experience all
year round…
No Lifts, No Lines, just Infinite
Adventure!
Mental Health in Snowsports in
Virtual Reality
32
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Skiing is a continuous flow of
movement requiring a sense of
balance, agility and coordination
challenging your physical ability
and exhilarating your mental ability
creating an exercise that directly
enhances self-esteem. The ability
to understand how the body moves
is a form of aerobic exercise which
increases blood flow to the brain and
allows for a better coping mechanism
with stress all whilst in a controlled,
safe, welcoming and accessible
environment year round.
Physical Literacy, Mental Health
and Snowsports United
We once conducted a survey with
our clients asking them to describe
Snowsports in one word. Even though
the first attribute is within the name
itself ‘Sports”, no one gave a word
that related to its physical aspect,

everyone described a ‘feeling’ that
reflected their own individuality
from exhilarating, adventure, fun,
exhausting, peaceful and many more.
Unlike any other form of exercise,
Snowsports both on the real and
virtual slopes are genuinely enjoyable
making ski fitness effortless to
maintain. Gain all the benefits of
supervised fitness, functional training
aimed at muscle growth, developing
body flexibility and coordination
without the anxiety and stress that
comes with forcing yourself to do a
workout that you don’t want to do nor
enjoy.
One simply cannot
talk about Snowsports
without emotional
reference and that in
itself makes it, in my
opinion, the single
most powerful Sport
that enhances Mental
and Physical Health equally and fulfills
a person as a whole. It is said that
Opportunities are only valuable if they
are recognised and the first step to
unlocking the wealth of wholesome
health is doing something for yourself
to be better, get better, feel better
and free your mind and soul as the
famous Warren Miller once said:
“A Pair of Skis are the Ultimate
Transportation to Freedom”
See you on the Slopes,
Chadia Mouawad
Off-Piste Ski & Snowboard
SPRING 2020 |
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DANCE:
HEALING THROUGH
HAPPINESS

Dance is a magical escape - no matter the turmoil going in
your life. It is a constant, like an anchor, that provides stability
and routine. In the midst of conflict where life can feel dark

I

By Kim Degenhart

and gloomy, it provides a temporary escape where you feel

BELIEVE in the power of Dance. As a

light and free. It's sunshine during a storm!

dance teacher and studio owner, every

- Jo De Landre, recreational dancer.

day, I see the positive impact dance can
have on a student’s life. It has the ability to

bring people together no matter their culture,
background, language, age or ability and expose
them to joy. It has the ability to immerse oneself
in the present - forgetting the troubles of the
past and the stresses of the future - to feel

Dance teacher and professional ballerina,

while dancing contribute to your happiness and

Shekiralea Healy (19) also describes her

health.

connection with dance as being an escape. “It's
a moment where I can clear my head and not

“Dancing together immerses us in the present

have to think about anything else but dancing.

moment, and activates brain pathways that

From the moment the music comes on my body

produce and release feel-good, trust-boosting

takes over and my mind clears. It's a sense of

substances. In particular, the role that four

Dance often uses the Hidden Curriculum,

freedom, and a chance to help me mentally

neurochemicals Dopamine, Oxytocin, Serotonin,

which is a term used to explain the lessons

release all my feelings that perhaps I keep

and Endorphins play in dancing together tells

that are learnt but not explicitly taught or

locked up inside.” As a self-proclaimed introvert,

the story of why a regular dose of dancing not

openly intended. Through dance you have an

Shekiralea conveys through dance her thoughts

only feels good to you, but is good for you,” the

opportunity to stimulate positive interactions,

and feelings that she finds difficult to put into

report explains.

enhance self-esteem, develop independence,

words or shall not dare to speak out loud.

happiness or relief.
THE POWER

explore creativity and experience healthy
lifestyles and relationships in supportive

Recreational dancer, Brooke Sargent (21) has

we feel pleasure. The report says that people

communities. Dance can bring the power to

struggled severely with anxiety and depression

who routinely activate the dopamine system

empower, no matter the race, age, ability,

but says that Dance has always been a constant

through real life experiences experience more

wealth and gender. Many people choose to

for her and would always make her feel good

joy and have a more positive outlook. The

dance to improve their emotional state by

physically and mentally. “Dance is something

chemical Oxytocin sometimes called the "love

striving to feel more joy, happiness and reduce

that grounds me and something I can always

hormone" because it is released when people

stress, anxiety and depression.

turn to when I need an outlet…. The support,

bond socially has now also been connected

the community, the social aspect, the physical

with fuelling interpersonal trust and driving

movement, the ability to express emotions and

social approach and affiliation. The chemical

to feel good about myself have always been

Serotonin impacts every part of your body,

solid foundations for me to build upon and

from your emotions to your motor skills and

get through all the ups and downs of life with.

is considered a natural mood stabiliser. It’s

I know dance is always there no matter how

the chemical that helps with sleeping, eating,

old I am or how long it’s been since I’ve taken a

and digesting and according to healthline.

class,” she said.

com can reduce depression, regulate anxiety,

THE EMOTION

“Dance is the most effective activity that I do
to improve my mental health. When I dance it
cures me; it helps me forget all the negatives in
life and everything going on in the world. It’s an
escape.” Carol Blazeski (20), Dance teacher.
The Oxford Handbook of Dance and Wellbeing
describes Dance as a gift that has been passed
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The chemical Dopamine plays a role in how

heal wounds and maintain bone health. Lastly,
THE SCIENCE

Endorphins are produced by the body to relieve
stress and pain.

along human history and across cultures to

There are scientific reasons why these people

support self-protection, enable wellbeing

are all feeling this way about dance as multiple

and cope with stress. “Through its cognitive

studies have revealed the positive benefits of

direction, emotional impact, and physical

dance for your health and mental wellbeing.

energy, dance is a means to resist, reduce, and

According to a UC Berkeley’s Greater Good

escape stress.”

Science Center report, the chemicals released

Continued >
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FITNESS

T

HESE chemicals produced while

businesses, companies and artists. While the

Another parent, Sonia Tonkovic, remarked that

dancing are not only great for you

true connection felt in a classroom is missed by

during Covid 19 lockdown, dance helped her

but it has been proven that dancing

many, the online classes provide an important

teenage daughter focus on her intense online

increases neuroplasticity. That means

outlet for creativity, exercise, normality and

schooling. “Online dance classes brought

dancing can help the nerve cells in the brain

routine. People are connected in a global

laughter, smiles and a break from everything

recover from injury and disease and adjust

capacity like never before, brought together by a else going on in the outside world,” she said.

to activities more easily in response to new

passion for their art or a need to keep physically

situations or to changes in your environment.

active. While technology proves troublesome

In the New England Journal of Medicine, the

at times, people can relate to each other in

Albert Einstein College of Medicine found that

a community that is going through similar

dancing reduces the risk of dementia by 76

hardships and support and encourage one

percent. Research into the effects of dance

another. This connection proves vital for the

movement therapy and Parkinson’s disease also

mental health and stability of so many during

reveal that the emotional connection created in

such difficult times.

a dance class is another benefit. It determined

TAKE ACTION

If you are feeling anxious, depressed, in need
of some physical activity or a creative outlet,
then dance might be the missing link in your life
right now! It has scientific evidence to support
its healing power and brings joy to millions of
people worldwide. There are so many classes

that regular participation in dance, where

A dance parent from Bom Funk Dance Studio

and styles available, on and offline, so why not

participants remained socially and physically

remarked that while her daughter didn’t take

check out what’s available in your area and give

active, was helpful for people with and without

dance for granted before covid-19, “iso” did

dance a chance!

the disease.

allow her to stop, reflect and see things in
a different light and appreciate things she

Kym Degenhart, Bom Funk Dance Studio

THE CONNECTION

wouldn’t usually notice when life was so busy.

It’s no surprise then that during covid-19

“Through the angst of COVID-19 restrictions,

www.bomfunk.com.au

isolation, people turn towards dance for a

dance has given my daughter a community to

www.froufroutofruition.com

means to escape their stress and anxiety and

connect to and something to look forward to,”

for a method to remain active, stay connected

Ms King said. “Dance and all the complexities

and emotionally heal. Living rooms and

around her experiences have helped our

garages became mini studios thanks to live

daughter grow, build resilience and gain very

streaming, zoom classes and online tutorials

valuable self-help skills to draw from now and

being provided by thousands of dance

into the future.”
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Why challenging
our belief systems
about technology is
so critical right now
By Paul Mead

What we are told about
technology and what is actually
true about technology can be
different things. It’s what we
believe that matters. And figuring
that out can be difficult.

A few years ago, the
only media coverage
on drones painted the
industry as dangerous.
Drones were military
weapons used in air
strikes. Terms such
as ‘drone swarm’
and ‘drones of mass
destruction’ fearWhy is this important? Right now, we live in
mongered across the
quite a globally uncertain time -- from our
world, adding to the
public health, to politics, to the climate. And
technological tools, like drones, are often touted already tense feeling
we all have about the
as ways to help with these problems. But just
global situation.
as often, we’re told that this technology is
dangerous.
The Western
So what are we meant to believe? There isn’t an approach is so often
answer to this that works every time but there is that something is
good or bad, ethical
a process that helps us challenge and question
what we are told so that we can focus on finding or unethical. We
see this play out
solutions with technology, rather than letting it
with technology,
control us.
as corporations design technology and user
experience without the best interests of humans
Below, we explore how to examine our
in mind.
belief systems: how to break them down at a
personal level and a society level. We look at
Drones and technology are a great way to
how challenging our beliefs helps deal with
educate against believing in these binary
uncertainty by empowering us to know how
narratives. It’s not that drones and technology
we think and feel. And we explore how this
are used, it’s how they’re used. Exploring
empowerment propels us to find creative
this involves asking discovery questions that
solutions to make a better world.
challenge ethics and create boundaries.
LOSING THE BINARY NARRATIVES - NOT
WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH MENTAL
EVERYTHING IS GOOD OR BAD
HEALTH?
| SPRING 2020
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to combat other unhealthy
belief systems. There is a true
crossover here -- working on our
own personal development as
individuals enables us to tackle
bigger issues collectively.
THE PROCESS OF EXAMINING A
PERSONAL BELIEF SYSTEM
The process of examining a belief
system involves asking questions
that explore its credibility and
validity:
1. What caused me to believe this?
2. Why do I believe this and is it
credible or valid?
3. Is this belief ridiculous or absurd
in some way?
Critically and creatively thinking about how
a tool is used is essential, not only to create a
better world, but also to help us challenge our
own belief systems and those put before us. The
media is often irresponsible in how it portrays
drones and other technology, which leads to
unnecessary anxiety.
We need to learn how to critically examine
how technology is being used, ask the right
questions, and challenge what we are told.
These are skills that we can constantly employ

4. Are there, or could there be, examples of when
this belief would not hold true?
It’s relatively easy to see how this process can
apply to personal self-limiting beliefs. “I’m not
good enough or smart enough to do this” is a
common belief among teenagers (and adults).
Asking these challenging questions may not get
rid of this false belief the first time, but the more
the credibility of this belief is challenged, the
more likely it is to be discredited.

THE PROCESS OF EXAMINING A WIDER
BELIEF SYSTEM
Not all beliefs handed to us are about ourselves.
Anyone who provides you with information is
potentially handing you a ‘belief’. A belief is just
an attitude about the world that we believe to
be true. The scope is large! This can be anything
from “boys are better at driving cars”, to “aliens
exist.”
We need to critically examine these beliefs
to decide what we think rather than blindly
believing what someone else tells us to think.
If we apply this to drones, we can explore
how the media or politicians can sometimes
overhype situations for their own agenda. This
allows us to question who we believe, why we
believe them, and whether everything they say
is true. We don’t need to be binary about this
-- there may be some valid points in a piece of
news about drones, as well as some less valid
points.
We learn to do our own research on subjects to
cross check the belief that has been presented
to us. In doing so, we will often find information
that discredits, validates, or expands our
thinking.
HOW EXAMINING BELIEF SYSTEMS HELPS
WITH MENTAL HEALTH
This is just the beginning of forming a new

mental model that helps us understand
ourselves and the world around us.
The more we can challenge beliefs presented
to us and find out for ourselves if they are valid,
the less uncertainty we have about the world
around us. We are taking agency in our own
lives, which is incredibly good for mental health
and wellbeing.
The world is complex. We need to empower
ourselves, and others, to make our own
informed decisions
QUESTIONING BELIEFS AS A WAY TO DEAL
WITH UNCERTAIN TIMES
We are currently experiencing a public health
crisis on a global scale. With any public health
crisis, information needs to be communicated,
and technology needs to be implemented. We
are all experiencing high degrees of uncertainty
about what the future holds and how we should
prepare for it.
Continued >
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Every student will have a different reaction to
the pandemic based on their own experience
of it, and what they have heard from different
sources. There is a common thread between
young people that emerges during critical times
-- a feeling of powerlessness.
Students will sometimes seek refuge from this
by rebelling or by secluding themselves so that
no one around them knows what is going on.
This is the perfect opportunity to guide students
towards challenging their belief systems and
exercising their critical thought. Let them know
that their frustration or sadness is normal and
something to be explored, not hidden.
Showing them that there is a framework for this
gives them a powerful tool and much-needed
structure, as well as setting them up with a
process that they can use throughout their lives.
Teaching students how to explore their thoughts
and feelings -- why they are there and whether
they should believe them -- allows students to
take the first step towards being empowered.
HOW TO CRITICALLY THINK ABOUT
TECHNOLOGY DURING A PANDEMIC USING
THE BELIEF PROCESS
Public health during a pandemic is complex and
complicated and we shouldn’t hide students
from that. Nor should we encourage going
down a rabbit-hole of conspiracy theories. For
us, we like to look at the use of drones during
the pandemic but you can also explore maskwearing, social distancing and so much more.
If we were to go through this exercise with a
student, it would look something like this:
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Belief: Drones are dangerous technology during
a pandemic.

They also find examples that they’re not so
sure of -- drones being used to track and survey
people, or temperature checks with a cotton
bud. Helping students to compartmentalise
1. What caused me to believe this?
what they need to find out with each of these
An internet article, a friend telling me this is true. usages allows them to see that there are
different root issues at play. With the tracking
and surveillance usage, this is an ethical
2. Why do I believe this and is it credible or
question that the student needs to think about,
valid?
whereas temperature checking is more simple
-- we just need more information on the efficacy
The friend sounded like they knew what they
of this type of testing.
were talking about and the student didn’t want
to seem stupid. The internet article appeared
HOW THIS PROCESS OF QUESTIONING
credible because it was online and written by a
BENEFITS STUDENTS
news media outlet.
3. Is this belief ridiculous or absurd in some
way?
Through further research of credible sources,
the student starts to see that drones themselves
aren’t dangerous - that is a ridiculous belief
because they are just a piece of quite basic
technology that has to be controlled by
a human to work. The student starts to
understand the context - that how a piece
of technology is used by humans is a very
important piece of the puzzle to understand.

At the beginning of this process, students can
be in a place of disempowerment, where they
are, on some level, believing what they are told
(that drones are dangerous, in this case) and
potentially internalising it in unhealthy ways
that lead to stress, anxiety and depression.

4. Are there, or could there be, examples of
when this belief would not hold true?

Using the framework, they are able to take
agency and find out for themselves whether this
is something they believe and agree with. Most
of the time, this framework will help students
start to focus on asking the right questions and
thinking critically. This can then be paired with
solutions-focussed education to help take this
to the next level (more on that below).

Throughout this process, the student is
encouraged to research credible sources to
explore how true their belief might be. In this
case, they find many examples of uses of drone
technology that are helpful in a pandemic and
not dangerous, such as socially distanced drone
delivery of medical supplies.

It’s important to note that guidance is
important throughout this process. When we
are in situations where we don’t have all of
the information, like in a pandemic because it
doesn’t exist yet, we need to help students stay
focussed on the credibility of what they do and
don’t know.

Part of this is helping them feel comfortable
about the fact that some things are unknown
right now and empowering them to believe
that they are capable of finding solutions
themselves.

rebel or to internalize and seclude themselves.
When students feel like they are actively part of
problem-solving and finding solutions, it’s much
harder for them to disengage.

Drone education provides the perfect antidote
to disempowerment, or anxiety among
SOLUTIONS-FOCUSED EDUCATION FOR
MENTAL WELLBEING DURING THE PANDEMIC students. When students learn about drone
technology, they don’t just learn how to fly, they
learn to build confidence and they learn how to
Using real-world applications and solutionsfocused education is a great way to take the next solve problems -- real world problems.
step with students to help them find even more
Learning how to code or how to build with
agency to take action, rather than passively let
robotics isn’t enough. That’s achieving a skill
things happen.
but it’s not solving a problem. We need to start
educating with solution-finding in mind.
In taking part, they start to understand what
they are capable of, and they lead more
HERE’S HOW STUDENTS CAN SOLVE REALengaged lives that are connected to the world
WORLD PROBLEMS WITH DRONES AND
around them. They start to understand how to
GEOSPATIAL MAPPING
become more active citizens at a time in their
lives where they can’t vote, they don’t work in
industries where they work directly with these
• Be part of a natural disaster relief team in
issues, and their opinions sometimes aren’t
their classroom
taken seriously.
• Work as a marine biologist to track and
This is an exercise in letting students know
analyse marine conditions
that their opinions matter and what they can
do matters. Finding solutions to real-world
• Find out how many more trees their school
problems helps students with mental wellbeing needs to provide adequate shade
because it provides them with an outlet to do
something meaningful. Students today are
These are just a few ideas to get started -- they
facing adult problems -- from the pandemic and sound far-fetched but they really do work and
its outcomes, to the climate crisis. Hiding these
can be implemented very easily. Introducing
problems from them doesn’t work and also
kids to drones is about so much more than just
doesn’t set them up with the coping skills they
being able to use a piece of technology.
need.
When you introduce drones to students, you’re
All of this is directly combatting that common
introducing them to a technological tool that
reaction among children and teenagers to
is being used right now in the pandemic and

the climate crisis -- that they can actually use
themselves exactly as an adult professional
would.
You’re asking them to think about what they
believe is an ethical way to use drones. You’re
allowing them the freedom to create their own
boundaries and criteria around what kind of
drone usage they are and aren’t ok with. And
you’re getting them to be part of the solution by
creating real-world scenarios in the classroom
where they can connect with their local
environment, the wider world, and get as crazy
and creative as they like to make all of these
things a little bit better.

Paul Mead
www.shemaps.com
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GET HELP

The McGrath Foundation makes life that little
The McGrath Foundation makes life that little
bit
breast cancer,
cancer,
biteasier
easier for
for families
families experiencing
experiencing breast
by
Breast Care
Care Nurses
Nurses
byplacing
placing specialist
specialist McGrath
McGrath Breast
wherever
wherever they’re
they’re needed
needed in
in Australia.
Australia.

Get Help
Nationwide
The National Cannabis
Information & Helpline

Headspace
Chat Online

1800RESPECT

1800 30 40 50

Online chat available
1800 650 890 (9AM -1AM)

1800 737 732

Veterans and Veterans
Families Counselling
Service (VVCS)

PANDA - National
Perinatal Depression
Helpline

1800 011 046

1300 726 306

https://ncpic.org.au/
helpline/

Kids Help Line

http://www.kidshelp.com.au/

1800 55 18 00

https://eheadspace.org.au/

http://www.dva.gov.au/

Suicide Call Back
Service

https://www.
suicidecallbackservice.org.au

Online chat available
1300 659 467

Family Drug Support

http://www.fds.org.au/

1300 368 186

https://www.1800
respect.org.au/

Blue Knot Foundation
Helpline

http://www.blueknot.org.au/
Helpline

13 11 14

AustralianGovernment:
AIHW MHSA

SANE Australia

Al-Anon

1300 ALANON
(1300 252 666)

http://www.sane.org/

http://mhsa.aihw.gov.au/home

1800 187 263

Alcoholics Anonymous

Quit Line

1300 222 222

13 78 48

http://www.aa.org.au/

The Butterfly
Foundation

http://thebutterfly
foundation.org.au/

1800 33 4673

1300 657 380

http://www.panda.org.au/

http://www.al-anon.org.au/
contact

Lifeline

http://www.lifeline.org.au/

http://www.quit.org.au/

Gambling Helpline

http://www.
gamblinghelponline.org.au/

Online chat available
1800 858 858
Mind Connect

https://www.mindaustralia.
org.au/contact-us.html

1300 286 463

Mensline Australia
http://www.mensline.org.au/

1300 78 99 78

New South Wales

Victoria
Youth Drug and Alcohol
Advice (YoDAA)
https://www.ysas.org.au

Pharmacotherapy,
Advocacy, Mediation &
Support (PAMS)
Advice for anyone
experiencing trouble with
their pharmacotherapy
program (Methadone,
Suboxone etc..)

1800 ICE ADVICE

Advice and support for
people who use ice,
their families and health
professionals.

1800 423 238

DirectLine

Confidential alcohol and
drug counselling and referral
line.

1800 888 236

Alcohol and Drug
Information Service
(ADIS)

A 24-hour confidential
information, advice and
referral telephone service.

Ted Noffs Foundation
help line

Counselling and support
for young people and their
families.

1800 151 045

1800 443 844

Western Australia

Queensland
Alcohol and Drug
Information Service
(ADIS)
Telephone information,
counselling and referral.

1800 177 833

Counselling Online

If you prefer to speak to
someone

1800 177 833 (Regional)
07 3837 5989 (metro)

Alcohol and Drug
Support Line

24/7, state-wide counselling,
information, referral and
support

Metro: (08) 9442 5050
Country: 1800 653 203

ACT

Northern Territory

Tasmania

Alcohol and Drug
Information Service
(ADIS)

Alcohol and Drug
Information Service
(ADIS)

Alcohol and Drug
Information Service
(ADIS)

1800 131 350

1800 811 994

24-hour telephone service
offering information, advice,
referral, intake, assessment
and support.

02 6207 9977

24-hour Alcohol and Drug
Telephone Information and
counselling service.

South Australia
Parent and Family Drug
Support Line

24/7, state-wide counselling,
information, referral and
support.

1800 721 997

Meth Helpline

24/7, state-wide counselling,
information, referral and
support.

1800 874 878

Alcohol and Drug
Information Service
(ADIS)
Telephone information,
counselling, and referral
service.

1300 131 340

A 24-hour telephone
information and counselling
line.

If you are in an emergency, or at immediate risk of harm to yourself or
others, please contact emergency services on 000
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Donate today
today at
at www.mcgrathfoundation.com.au
www.mcgrathfoundation.com.au
Donate
SPRING 2020 |
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Proudly
Proudly Supporting
Supporting

STARLIGHT
STARLIGHT CHILDREN’S
CHILDREN’S
FOUNDATION
FOUNDATION

GIVE YOUR BUSINESS A FRESH LOOK
IN 2020

BUSINESS WEBSITES
from

$990

Web Design
Google Ads
SEO

The
Starlight
Children’sFoundation
Foundationbrightens
brightensthe
thelives
livesof
ofseriously
seriouslyill
illchildren,
children,
The
Starlight
Children’s
teenagers, and their families across Australia.
teenagers,
and their families across Australia.

1300727
727827
827
1300
starlight.org.au
starlight.org.au
| SPRING 2020
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Contact us today on management@4tcmedia.com.au or
|
visit www.4tcmedia.com.au to take advantage of SPRING
this 2020
offer.
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